The major lexical categories of Bantawa are nominals and verbals, but there are also a few minor word classes. These classes are minor in the sense of morphological complexity, certainly not in the sense of frequency or importance.
Derivation and morphology
Time and again it has been observed that the Kiranti languages of Nepali or even the languages in the wider group that contains the Kiranti languages, Mahakiranti or Himalayish, do not have a proper lexical category of adjectives (Watters 1998: Ch.6 ). So, while the category`adjective' is syntactically relevant, lexically the class is very small. In Bantawa, most functions of adnominal and predicate adjectives are covered by deverbal derivations or verbs. Colours and states are mostly covered by verbs such as kima`to be tall', omma`to be white'and makma`to be dark' or by deverbatives.
(580) om-Ø-yaK-Ø.
be.white-NPT-PROG-NPT It is white.'
Lexical adjectives
Bantawa has a small number of native adjectives, most of which show have formal traces of a derivational history. Suffixes such as <-wa>, <-pa~-po>, and others relate these adjectives to verbal roots. (582) with -ko/-ka a. ran-ka bent, crooked, < ran-? b. hen-ka difficult, obstinate, < hen-ma`to remain' c. bom-ka round, < bom-ma`to bend, to be on top' d. laK-ka upright, < laK-? e. ham-ko different, < ham-?
(583) with -waK a. d°iwaK big' < d°i-ma`to be big' b. kiwaK tall' < ki-ma`to be tall'
The forms in <-pa> or variations thereof are apparently archaic forms of participial derivations, e.g. (581). The regular derivation of active participial deverbatives can also be used in all adjective roles, e.g. (594a).
The forms in <-ka> are reminiscent of regular nominalisation formation of intransitive verb forms, e.g. (582) . Where in ordinary nominalisation the nominaliser has the form <-"o>, it surfaces as <-ko> in these forms 2 . In present-day Bantawa both variants are attested for a limited number of verbs, e.g. cit"o (be.small-NPT-NOM) vs. citko (584). The forms in <-waK> quite regularly derive from verbs, e.g. (583). There are not enough adjectives in <-waK>, however, to call this a productive derivation. Also, not all derivations of this type are adjectives, e.g. tawaK`guest'.
Regular adjective formations
The adjectives mentioned so far show traces of older derivational processes. Bantawa also has productive processes in the language that prepare or modify words of different lexical classes to serve in an adnominal or predicate position. The relative scarcity of adjectives as such is countered by a wealth of other strategies to form predicates and adnominal modifiers.
General nominalisation
In Ÿ3.2.4 on the genitive and Ÿ5.2 on general nominalisation, we saw that any constituent can be turned into a adnominal modifier by a general nominalisation process with the nominaliser <-"o> (NOM). This formation of adnominals is a very general procedure with universal application to all word classes. The denominal adnominal formative is labelled the`genitive', cf. Ÿ3.2.4. The deverbal adnominal derivation is called`nominalisation', cf. Ÿ5.2.
By the same means, de-adverbial adnominal modifiers can be formed. In English, adverbs may be derived from adjectives by adding a suffix -ly, viz. happy > happily. In Bantawa, by contrast, there is adverb-to-adjective derivation with <-"o> (NOM). What was not correct, in the poetry competition of this year and last year?' [Bw] This type of nominalisation happens on ordinary adverbs (586) as well as on time or locative adverbs (587).
Participles
Participles are adnominals that result from a productive deverbal derivation. Examples are plentiful, cf. Ÿ5.1.1. Even the man who opened the door went back to sleep after opening the door for me.' [Bw] All participles are used in nominal and in adnominal function. Active participles differ in meaning from general nominalisations of fully finite verb forms. Participles by their nature are not marked for tense and as a result have no time reference. Participles are preferably used to ascribe attributes to a noun that last and are stable and not specific to the situation. Nominalised clauses or finite verbs are used to denote situations or attributes that are grounded in time and have aspect and tense and perhaps are specific to the situation, cf. examples (589, 590) taken from [Bw] . However, there are many exceptions in the texts. We find nominalisations in use for long-lasting situations, e.g. cit-da-"o (be.small-eff-NOM)`small' whereas ?ka-cit APpref-be.small' is unusual. On the other hand, we find participles used in a situation that is transient, unique and singular, cf. (588).
Adjectives in -lo
There are several adverb-forming morphemes in Bantawa. The first adverb formative is a suffix expressing likeness, <-wa> (LIKE) with a very general, wide applicability. The other adverb formative, <-lok> (MAN), expresses manner and is hosted by verbs only. They will be discussed in the next section (Ÿ8.2).
To function as a proper adnominal or adjective, adverbs must to be nominalised with <-"o>, see below. By contrast, adverbs in <-lok> can be used in strictly adjective positions without nominalisation, e.g. k°annulo in examples (591) and (605). 
Adjectives derived from adverbs
The adnominal use of adverbs requires nominalisation, as in example (592b). Examples (592a, 592b) are from the same story about a journey through a dark jungle in Bungwakha. It would seem that the first line (592a) has two adverbs in adnominal position, viz. en-nu-lo`pleasingly' and keKleKleKwa`sweetly'. However, the lack of adnominal marking by <-"o> (NOM) and the context make it clear that these words are modifiers to the verb, thus adverbs. 3pl-go-PT-PROG-PT So, then, I went over there, the singers that sung that sweet song went there too, while they were singing.'
The morphology of deverbative manner adverbs in <-lo> is described in Ÿ8.2.
Syntax and semantics
The syntactic distribution of adjectives can be summarised as adnominal and predicative. The most prominent function of adjectives is as an adnominal modifier. Most usually, the adnominal adjective narrows down the reference of the head noun. For example, toppo c°apkami`big writer' is a subtype of c°apkami`writer'.
In an adnominal role, the adjectives appear before the noun, e.g. (594a, 594b).
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In predicative function, adjectives appear after the noun and before the copula, e.g. (593). Adjectives typically represent a single property only, e.g. color, size, quality. 
3AM-see-PT
The dead saw one wild boar in the forest, running at those that were waiting.' [Bw] Comparative Gradable adjectives can be used to compare two objects or persons. There is no comparative morphology on adjectives in Bantawa. The comparative construction is a construction where the first comparandum appears first, then the second, marked with either the Nepali comparative <b°Ynda> (COMP (N) A comparative construction that has j°arak`all' as the first comparandum can be translated as a superlative, e.g. (595b, 595c).
Adverbs
Syntactic label The word`adverb' here is used primarily as a syntactic label. An adverb is a constituent that functions as a modifier to the verb. Adverbs operate on the clause level, qualifying the verbal action in some way. Adverbs are not selected by a verb. There is no agreement on the verb, nor is the sentence ungrammatical if the adverb is left out. Adverbs appear left of the verb.
Morphology
Taking adverbs primarily as a syntactic class, we notice that this class of adverbs is morphologically and lexically very diverse. Many nouns are simply used in an adverbial role, particularly nouns denoting time and location (Ÿ8.2.5). Adverbs that are derived or formed by mimetic processes have a distinct form and can be said to be lexically adverbial, and these adverbs do not enter into morphological processes typical of nouns. To some degree there is a correspondence between form and function in that time and location adverbs generally are nominal or derived from nouns. Manner adverbs are often transparantly derived from verbs or by another derivation process that forms manner adverbs expressing similarity. Intensifiers are a limited lexical class. We shall discuss adverbs starting from the formal angle.
Semantics

Lexical adverbs
Lexical adverbs are mostly quantifiers. We discuss bYdd°e`many, much' and j°arak all' here, but quantifiers indicating a lesser degree, e.g. hcici`a little bit' are likewise quantifiers. Quantifiers serve in adverbial roles, e.g. (598a) and quantificational roles, e.g. (598c, 599a). Moreover, quantifiers function as intensifying modifiers to adjectives, e.g. (598b), as adnominals, e.g. (599b, 598d) and by extension even as nominals, e.g. (599c).
Considering the morphological valency of these quantifiers, they are morphologically nominal. Phonologically both intensifiers j°arak`all' and bYdd°e`many, much' are out of the ordinary. The adverb bYdd°e clearly has a Nepali origin (bad . h `too much') and is therefore transphonologised with /Y/ rather than /h/. The vowel is still foreign. Some speakers and writers prefer the badd°e form and pronunciation. The geminate /dd/ is non-standard for Bantawa. The adverb j°arak has a rare onset /j°/. We find phonological markedness as a means to add to intensity in the language elsewhere too (see below).
Manner adverbs Deverbal adverbs in <-lok> (MAN)
Eastern Kiranti languages reportedly have a morpheme <-lok> that is labelled as a comitative or something similar 4 . Bantawa does not have a cognate of this morpheme on nominals, but <-lok> is in wide use as a formative on verbs. marker gloss function
In its most common usage, the manner suffix <-lok> suffixes to bare verb roots. An analysis as in (600a) seems to be most straightforward. However, while this type of usage is most frequent, it is analytically more sound to consider <-lok> (MAN) as a clause subordinator. The manner suffix is a sentential marker that suffixes to finite verbs rather than to verb roots.
(600) analysis: the manner suffix <-lok> is affixed to finite verbs a. * n u-lok
As we shall see in the section on conjunctions and clause subordinators, the manner suffix <-lok> also affixes to verbs that are overtly marked for tense and person agreement (Ÿ8.4.4, examples 683,684) . In other constructions, <-lok> functions as a conditional and rarely as a topicaliser. Functionally, this type of usage is quite remote from the straightforward adverbial usage described here. However, since there is no reason to suppose that the conditional marker is another morpheme than the simple manner marker discussed here, I retain the analysis that <-lo~-lok> (MAN) affixes to finite verbs only. This analysis, that explains both uses of the marker, results in the structural analysis as in (600b), containing a non-past suffix. Simple third person singular non-past forms are formally identical to verb roots. In glossed texts, I sometimes left the zero non-past suffix out in manner derivations these forms. Manner adverbs of this type, derived from intransitive verb stems, may serve as adjectives unmodified, since they may modify both nouns and verbs, cf. 8.1.
If a verb stem is bimorphemic, e.g. en-nu-(hear-be.good-)`sound well', both parts are retained in derivations with <-lo>. The stem complement in a bimorphemic stem is very frequent in the common adjectives that typically denote quality. There are two series of adjectives, one based on numa`to be good', the other on htma`to be bad.' Leftward-projected verbal complements of these verbs specify in what way things are good or bad. As adjectives, these derivations can have an independent interpretation as noun phrases. For that to happen, these derivation are preferably prefixed with a third person possessive prefix, which more or less functions as a definite determiner, e.g. (603), cf. Ÿ3.4.2. The word chlok`much' has no obvious derivation and does not require this prefix. 
Adverbs of manner
We can discern some more derivation processes for other adverbs. The manner of situations can be expressed by adverbial derivations formed by the suffix <-wa> (LIKE) that denotes alikeness. The manner or alikeness of nominal phrases is expressed by adverbial derivations based on the related suffix <-wako> (LIKE).
marker gloss function
<© -wa> (©-LIKE) suffix,`like X' <wako> LIKE word,`like', postposition after any phrase.
The morphemes <-wa> (LIKE) and <wako> (LIKE) are quite similar in function. The most general formation method is to add the suffix <-wa> (LIKE) to a phrase. This conveys the meaning of`just like'. The morpheme wako is a full word that can serve as a nominal. The collocation of adverbs formed with <-wa> (LIKE) with luma`to feel' is common and translates as`to feel as if'. Example (607) shows that the suffix <-wa> (LIKE) has scope over the entire noun phrase hnhKwa cinmayhK`a new teaching', rather than over`teaching' alone. While the suffix <-wa> (LIKE) affixes to any type of constituent or phrase, <-wako> (LIKE) makes a nominal expression. The morpheme wako may appear without or with a geminated /k/, as wakko, without obvious difference in meaning. The gemination may be associated with emphasis on the likeness. 
Reduplication in adverbs
Bantawa has a distinct class of adverbs that are formed by duplication or triplication of a single syllable. Adverbial forms of this class are also obligatorily suffixed with the suffix <-wa> (LIKE).
(609) makachkchkwa (< *mak`dark', *?chk`color, dye', <wa> LIKE ) very dark' (610) potoktokwa (< *?potok`stiff??', <wa> LIKE ) very stiff, solid' (as of liquid)
While the composition of (609) is quite transparant, this is not the case for example (610). In general, not all adverbs based on replicated syllables can be understood in terms of their parts. Rai in his dissertation on the Rabi dialect (1985) lists a very fine collection of these adverbs, and Winter and Rai (1997) additionally provide a good analysis of these adverbs.
Derivation
Winter and Rai (1997) dedicated an article to this phenomenon. They write:
... forms deserve special attention in which a nucleus (kernel) K is repeated twice so that a triplet KKK (followed by a suffix -wa) results. Examples are:
(a) mükmükmükwa khap-weep profusely: mük 6`e ye' (b) kakkakkakwa letburn with a red glow: kak`live coal' (c) cekcekcekwa wa tarain continuously:
The nuclei differ in status: in the case of (a) and (b) they exist as free forms or as monolexemic stems as part of the lexicon of contemporary Bantawa, in the case of (c) and (d), they do not. Only the triplets extended by <-wa> are found as actually attested words.
Even though this observation is based on the data from the Dhankut . a dialect and not from Hatuv al , this observation applies equally to the dialect under scrutiny here. However, why Winter and Rai should call <-wa> a`deverbative suffix' is unclear to me. Above in Ÿ8.2.3, we found that this suffix can be affixed to any part of speech. The varied categories of the reduplicated kernel of the adverbs formed this way is problematised by Winter and Rai. Once we see that <-wa> has a very wide applicability, much of the mystery surrounding the apparently unselective formation of this type of adverbs vanishes.
Some roots for this type of adverb are known from independent forms of other word classes. Some are not known, and some seem to be selected for their expressive or onomatop÷ic qualities only. In each case, the structure of the adverb is the same: a triplicated syllable, suffixed with <-wa> (LIKE).
Mimetics and paralexemes
Another interesting point is that some of the adverbs with this replication pattern employ a wider rule set for phonotactics and allow for different syllable structures than is usual in the core lexicon. This has been discussed in the section on phonology (Ÿ2). Some of the more expressive adverbs in this class have complex syllable onsets in /Cya-/ or syllable onsets, e.g. /g°/ or /j°/, that are not found in the core lexicon of verbs and nouns of Bantawa. Winter and Rai (1997) label the set of words with this formal property`paralexemes'. The phonological peculiarity of this group of adverbs is associated with a distinct aspect of emphasis, intensity and expressiveness in function. The paralexemic class of words typologically are on a par with mimetics, as described by Itô and Mester (1995) .
Not only adverbs of the triple-root plus <-wa>-form show this association of phonological structure and expressiveness. There is also a class of manner adverbs in <-mi> and <-ti> that are similarly mimetic (611, 612). Likewise, the intensifier adverbs also formally stand out, cf. Ÿ8.2.1. 
Iconicity of intensity
The paralexemic adverbs discussed above are strictly speaking not all adverbs of manner, although the last two c°yaKc°yaKti`clear' and c°yamc°yami`one stroke' certainly are. Paralexemic adverbs often also indicate degree.
(613) mhkmhkmhk-wa *eye.x3-LIKE k°a-wa.
cry-PT he cried incessantly, very profusely.'
For adverbs formed by replicated syllables, speakers have the option of stopping at two syllables, resulting in simple duplication. B ant av a (2001) mostly lists duplicated root adverbs in his dictionary. In those adverbs the number of reduplications very iconically expresses the degree. Two-syllable adverbs are less emphatic.
Adverbs of time and location
There are a great number of adverbial expressions that position an event in time and space. Locative expressions are uniformly formed from nominal or pronominal roots affixed with locative morphology. Locative morphology has been discussed in Ÿ3.3.1.
While temporal adverbs fulfill a typically adverbial role, they morphologically operate as nouns. Many English adverbs behave as nouns as well, as in`tomorrow's world'. Simply mentioning a temporal adverb will locate the event at that mentioned time. Last year, during the previous poetry competition, I was in Dhar an.' [Bw] Time adverbials are nouns used as adverbials. Temporal expressions affixed with a locative locate an event at a point in time. Affixation of an ablative expresses a stretch of time starting at the mentioned point in the sense of`as of, since', while the suffix <-tari>`until' expresses a stretch of time lasting to the mentioned point. Any other nominal relationship can be expressed by ordinary genitive suffixation.
In Ÿ3.3.1, it was pointed out how Bantawa locative suffixes express the vertical level of a location in a system distinguishing high, level, low and neutral levels. It is of interest here that temporally past starting points are perceived as down, while present and future events are perceived as neutral. Thus the proper selection of locatives is as in examples (615, 616).
(615) asen-yu-Kka a.few.days.before-LOC.low-ABL Since a few days.'
(616) maKkolen-da-Kka tomorrow-LOC-ABL As of tomorrow'
Regularity in time ordinals
In a very interesting article, Michailovsky (2003) There are two words for`day'. The word len appears independently as the ordinary word for`day'. In the above list, the morpheme yh is restricted to`today' and`this year'. However, the word yh does have a wider distribution, viz. in Yrko-yh (other (N)-day)`another day'. The prefix <a-> in a-yh appears in all temporal adverbs relating to`now' and previous time slots. Regarding the <h-> prefix in future day-words some observations have been made in Ÿ3.4.3.
Difference in data and dialects Future days in my data are significantly different from Michailovsky and B ant av a's data, but I have no explanation to offer why that should be so. Michailovsky's future day terminology is morphologically more transparant. The ending <-kolen~-tolen> clearly is a composite of`-GEN-day', so that his words read`X's day',`Y's day' and pattern with maKkolen`tomorrow'. My data on future days do not pattern with any other language that Michailovsky lists. However, sum`three' is also used for three elsewhere, and lum`four' likely originates from proto-Tibeto-Burman 7 . The year numeral dommaK`in three years' that is missing from Michailovsky's data patterns neatly with Kulung and Khaling data.
Particles
The proper use of discourse particles in a foreign language is among the most difficult things to master. Along with tones, it is one of those aspects of grammar which leads the traditional grammarian to advise the learner to get hold of a native speaker and imitate him; always good advice in any case! (Mazaudon 2003: 2) Particles are those elements in the sentence that do not have a grammatical function in the sense that sentence or clause syntax is dependent on them or directly impacts these particles. The particles known as focus markers structure the discourse by marking the topic of the sentence or by signaling new information, while the particles known as intensifiers add emphasis to, or signal the relevance of, a constituent. Discourse particles usually apply to a single constituent and appear as clitics and suffix to a phonological host. These particles are discussed as topic and focus markers, cf. Ÿ8.3.1.
Bantawa also features particles that express the speaker's attachment to the proposition or convey epistemic information, e.g. hearsay, newness, etc. These particles usually appear as full words. Modal and epistemic particles are discussed in Ÿ8.3.3.
Topic and focus markers
Topic and focus markers do not interfere with the grammatical structure at sentence level. Rather, these markers structure the information flow. Topicalisers explicitly identify the topic of the discourse, while focus markers signal new and significant information.
Topicaliser <-na>
The clitic <-na> (TOP) is a topicaliser. Prosodically the topicaliser is a clitic, affixing to the last word of the phrase that is marked.`Topicalisation' means the explicit marking of the constituent that is the subject matter, not necessarily the grammatical subject, of the sentence, or the constituent that is the given information, i.e. the known information which will be built upon.
marker gloss function
The morpheme <-na> (TOP) attaches to constituents of any type. When the topicaliser <-na> affixes to a verbal constituent or to a pronoun referring to a proposition, this morpheme can be rendered in English as`given that...'. When <-na> is hosted by a nominal constituent, the morpheme can be explicitly rendered as`as for ...'
Most often, leaving <-na> untranslated would be just fine. The topicaliser <-na> explicitly structures the information flow, which is not always necessary in translation. This clitic does not alter the grammatical structure of the clause. The marker <-na> (TOP) has a slightly contrastive connotation and it selects one topic at the expense of others, e.g. (617).
(617) hKko-na
NEG.be-NPT As for me, I do not have one' (lit.`mine, however, is not there', in a conversation on whether the informant had a wife) Topicalisers usually affix to the first constituent in the sentence. This element is usually understood as the topic anyway, and the functional load of <-na> (TOP) is then limited to demarcation of the topic (618). The topicaliser is insensitive to the category of its host, as can be seen in (619, 620), where it affixes to a locative and adverbial expression. By that account, the Bantawa language will go lost.' [Bw] As the topicaliser only flags the starting point of the rest of the proposition, <-na> also figures prominently in clause linkage. In Ÿ8.4.2, we shall see that the topicaliser <-na> conspires with both the sequential linker <-ki> (SEQ) to form the standard sequencer <-kina>, as well as with the manner marker <-lo> (MAN) to form the conditional.
In some impersonal clauses that have no explicit causer or source, the subject or the experiencer is almost obligatorily marked by <-na>, cf. (621) and (535b). This usage, however, does not make the topicaliser a case marker.
think.hard-3P-eff-3P-DÙ They (pl) were surprised.'
Nepali topicaliser <ta>
marker gloss function
The Nepali particle <ta> is a topicaliser that we frequently find in Bantawa narratives. It seems that particles are very prone to loaning. For almost every native Bantawa particle, parallel Nepali loans are also found in texts. The function and distribution of the particle <ta> is very similar to that of the clitic <-na> (TOP). However, the Nepalese topicaliser <ta> is a free-standing particle that does not cliticize to a host word. The particle <ta> seems to be more free in distribution than <-na>. As in Nepali,<ta> can placed clause-finally in order to draw attention to the fact that this is a bit of background that the hearer should know. In the function of marking known information, <ta> roughly translates as`right',`you see'? (622) 
TOP (N)
In the same way, the tiger also was thinking`Which one is strong?'' [Tt]
Explicit topic switching
If the topic of the discourse changes unexpectedly or if the speaker wants to draw attention to a specific new topic, then he may resort to stronger measures and explicitly switch the topic. h-mett-a-K.
3AM-cause-PT-1s
That one he made big, for himself. For me, he made a small one.' While in these samples the morpheme <-tet> was labelled SWTOP, there is no reason to distinguish it from the counter or classifier <-tet>. The switch-topic marker only applies to nominal constituents and even preferably appears on genitive-marked nouns. The examples above were selected to show that this is not an obligatory selective restriction. In a vivid narrative such as Sumnima, as in the appendix, we see the frequent usage of this device to direct the hearer's attention.
The Nepali topic switcher c ah also widely appears in Bantawa discourse, in a function very similar to <-tet>. Often cah is phonologically reduced, either to adapt to Bantawa phonology or just because it occurs in fast speech. Now, this tiger, as it runs very fast, it will drag me...'
Emphasis and focus markers
Bantawa features an entire set of emphasis markers that affix to words or any type to signal that the information conveyed by the marked word is new or deserves the hearer's special attention.
The marker <-Ka~-Ke> (EMPH) is very frequent in narratives and conversation. The emphasis marker draws the attention of the hearer to the marked constituent. The marker <-Ka~-Ke> attaches to constituents of all categories with the exclusion of strictly grammatical particles. Even so, the first poem that I wrote was pleasing at the time it first came out.' [Bw] The variation between allomorphs <Ka~Ke> seems to be free. I have not been able to find patterns of phonological conditioning. However, there are idiolectical preferences, and one speaker may prefer /e/ forms over /a/ forms, cf. Ÿ2.1.5. The distribution of the reduced allomorph <-K> is limited to post-vowel, word-final positions only. While reduction is optional, it is more or less obligatory after ablatives (628). After that, again, she took one leaf of ginger and a gourd.' [Sm] The <e> emphatic marker is a separate word. Usually, there is a clear hiatus between the previous, emphasised phrase and the particle. The emphatic <e> seems to lend some more emphasis to the marked constituents than <-Ka> (EMPH). Also, we do not find more than one emphatic marker <e> in a single clause, whereas that is not uncommon for <-Ka> (EMPH). 
Inclusion
The form <-c°a>`also' functions as an inclusive marker`also, too' and as an indefiniteness marker`ever' 9 .
marker gloss function c°a ALSO inclusive marker,`also, ever'
The inclusive marker <-c°a>`also' is a clitic that attaches to constituents of any type. The clitic <-c°a> signals that either contrary to expection or in an emphatic function in line with expectations, the marked constituent should be included in the proposition. The form of this morpheme varies between <c°a~c°e>, cf. Ÿ2.1.5. Frequently, the inclusive is further affixed with <-K> (EMPH): in that case only the form -c°a emerges, viz. -c°aK, not *-c°eK. Combined with <K> (EMPH), -c°a may also mean`as soon as' or`if ', e.g. (632) . In combination with nu, forming <nuc°e~nuc°aK>, -c°a means`even though', cf. Ÿ8.4.2. 
Exclusion and other intensifiers
In order to explicitly exclude other possibilities from a statement, in Bantawa one of the delimitative intensifiers on`this much' and k°on`that much' is used in combination with the emphatic marker. Stories are typically ended by a statement similar to (634). marker gloss function maK NEGTOP Negative topicaliser, negating the proposition for a specific topic By contrast, the particle maK specifically excludes the previous constituent from the proposition. The particle maK looks like a contraction of ma"aK`no', which, in turn, is possibly derived from man-yaK (NEGPTp-be)`no'. Strictly speaking, this particle should be listed under the topicalisers. Other intensifiers are better treated as adverbs, as they generally have scope over the entire clause or over the adjective or nominal that follows. By contrast, the exclusive particles treated here have scope over the previous constituent.
Non-reflexive self
As in European languages, the Nepali loan appi`self' serves as an intensifier that emphasises the notion that the implicit subject or agent of the clause or the preceding noun phrase takes part in the event himself. This emphasis on one participant implies the exclusion of other possibilities. The Bantawa form appi then serves as an explicit exclusive marker, e.g. (636). (636) To stand on one's own feet in our country, you must put in effort.' [Bw] The Bantawa form appi is a loan from Nepali aphi`self'. This form is perhaps an old and grammaticalised loan, as the aspiration has worn off and the Nepali genitive formation aphno is not present in Bantawa. The regular Bantawa genitive formation appi"o serves as an exclusive adjective`own' (637).
Epistemic and modal particles
Aside from the particles that have scope over a single constituent, Bantawa features a set of particles that give information about the epistemic status of the entire sentence. Epistemic and modal particles may also express the speaker's expectations or the speaker's attitude towards the statement.
Molok`like that'
When speakers of neighbouring languages who have limited or no knowledge of Bantawa try and mimic Bantawa speakers, they will often say detni molok!`why -like that!' Indeed, this particle is heavily used. It is very hard to delineate either a clear communicative function or distributional restrictions. Although this etymology was questioned by my informants, I figure that molok derives from the morphemes shown in (638). The interjection molok appears in all degrees of contraction and extension. We find an emphatic form with a geminated middle consonant mollok (<mo-lok), but also forms with a reduced vowel, mhlok and even a maximally contracted form mok [mTk] . The exact semantics of molok are hard to pin down, but considering the etymology here and its distribution, molok seems to function as a point in a conversation, where the speaker resumes what he said before (... like that, ...), breathes, and continues. Molok lends some emphasis to what was said before without being very prominent. In that sense, molok functions like the English`isn't it,' so that choice for a gloss seems to render some of the impact of the particle. 
Modal particles -`perhaps'
In pauses, indicating doubt or uncertainty as to how to proceed, Bantawa speakers usually insert the word men. The interjection b°a not so much emphasises the doubtfulness of the event itself, but stresses the speaker's ignorance on the real state of events.
marker gloss function <men> DOUBT particle expressing doubt <b°a> PERHAPS particle expressing possibility
The word men can be understood as a modal particle expressing doubt. men is often glossed as Nepali hol a`maybe'. Men is the third singular person non-past form of the unique verb menma. This verb means`to be something' in the intransitive and`to do something' in the transitive conjugation. The`something' is usually understood between the speaker and hearer. In a rather verbose translation, menma can be rendered as`to do or be something that you and I understand implicitly'. Men then means`it is what you and I understand implicitly', and more freely`well, you know'. This example was taken from an explanation of how a dowa`shaman' is selected, i.e. by a dream. A future religious officiant, Bantawa dowa, will know in a dream that he is selected. By what godhead is the source of doubt in example (640).
The particle men also functions as a sentence conjunction in Bantawa. When men separates two alternatives, it translates best as`however', or simply`but.' The dead can see but they cannot touch.' [Bw] To emphasise the hesitation, speakers may insert a glottal stop in the middle, resulting in the realisation [m["[n] . About the origin of b°a I have nothing to offer. The breathy initial consonant perhaps points to a mimetic background. The length of the vowel is used to emphasise the ignorance on the part of the speaker, e.g. b°aÐ:`who knows?!'
Mirative <rYc°Y>
The mirative is a grammatical category that expresses newness of information. The mirative indicates that the information in the sentence is new to the speaker.
marker gloss function
<rYc°Y> MIR mirative, a Nepali loan
The mirative category is a loan from Nepali. It is doubtful whether the expression of this function is original to Bantawa. As the mirative is new, the mirative has had to integrate in Bantawa grammar. This integration may have happened in different ways for different speakers. Mostly, it seems that rYc°Y is a more or less blind sentence-final particle that has scope over the entire previous sentence, and that all of the information in the matrix clause is new. In sentence-final position, structurally the mirative is similar to the evidential <ni> (NAR). The mirative prefers nominalised sentences as a host, cf. (644). However, this is not a fixed rule, cf. (643). The selection of nominalised sentences can be explained by the fact that nominalisation on sentences is generally used to express that the information is either known or old. Miratives typically express the recent discovery of old facts. The categories`known' and mirative' thus do not exclude one another. Rather, the mirative wants a nominalised sentence. The attention particle i occurs sentence-finally and draws the hearer's attention to the fact that the speaker wants a question answered. The function of i is primarily rhetorical. The particle i suggests that the speaker expects an affirmative answer and has invested some emotion in the marked message. In the section on the phonology of syllable onsets, Ÿ2.2.1, it was mentioned that there is an ideophonic association of emotive value with complex syllable onsets. We find confirmation of this in the form dya when it occurs sentence-finally as an alternative to di or de to assert the speaker's conviction of the statement. Dya also appears in other positions with similar emotive value, e.g. (648d).
mirative is formed by affixing the present tense auxiliaries to the first perfect gerund forms. The form rac°a is a contraction of a regular formation of rahe+c°a`to remain' +`is'. 11 The obvious cognate i in Kulung was labelled`emotion particle' (EMO) by Tolsma (1999: 133) . The word onde was also glossed to me as`may be.' However, onde suggests agreement from the hearer rather than uncertainty on the part of the speaker (cf. also 589) De also fills an important grammatical role in the formation of irrealis constructions, marking the protasis or condition (cf. Ÿ4.7.3). Rai (1985) lists a host of particles that are of Nepali origin. Many of these I did not find in use in central Bantawa. The Sindr a n dialect apparently differs from the Rabi dialect that Rai described. The relevance of Nepali words in a Bantawa grammar is limited, but for the sake of comprehensiveness I shall list the most frequent.
Nepali particles
marker gloss function
<hola> maybe (N) Nepali`may be' <ni> ASSERT (N) Nepali assertive marking, emphasising the proposition <k°Yy> hmm? (N) Nepali question particle, expressing ignorance <hey> right? (N) Nepali particle, asking and supposing affirmation <lYu> well (N) Nepali particle, suggesting to move on, to get on with it
The details of these particles are not particularly interesting. The particles <hola> and <ni> are sentence-final. The other particles are interjections that can be interjected at will. The particle ni deserves some attention as it certainly is not the same as the narrative ni, even though the assertive ni preferably occurs in the same position, viz. sentence finally.
Sentence particles
There is a host of expressions that serve as full sentences or as full statements on their own. To some extent, some can be analysed into their constituting parts and in some expressions some structure is still discernible, but as a rule these particles must just be learnt by a new speaker of Bantawa. Sentence particles serve as full statements or interjections. This list is not at all exhaustive, but to my subjective judgment these interjections are both frequent and important.
Conjunctions
Definition Conjunctions are those parts of speech that connect two words, phrases, or clauses. What constitutes a conjunction must be defined for each language. A conjunction is an invariable grammatical particle. Conjunctions form a small, closed class. Here, the word`conjunction' is used as a syntactical and not as a semantic label 12 .
Function The function of a conjunction is to explicitly mark coordination. Nouns or noun phrases that are simply juxtaposed are generally interpreted as either appositions or compounds. Nominal compounds may also have additive readings, cf. Ÿ3.1.3. Juxtaposed verbs without connecting morphology are either compounds, or ungrammatical.
Syntax and morphology
The most general conjunctions are not sensitive to the type of constituent they conjoin. However, many Bantawa conjunctions serve to link clauses and bring a distinct subordinating, temporal or evaluative meaning component with them. Conjunctions are positioned in between the constituents they join 13 . Generally, Bantawa conjunctions are clitics and are phonologically dependent on the last word of the first of the two phrases they conjoin. However, for the conjunction of noun phrases, full word conjunctions are selected. These conjunctions may also be used for sentential conjunctions as clause linkers.
This section
We first discuss those conjunctions that are both nominal and clausal conjunctions. Then we discuss those conjunctions that connect only sentences or clauses and then the syntax of clause linkage.
Nominal conjunctions
Bantawa has two simple conjunctions that can be used to join noun phrases. The conjunction he`or' is of native origin, while rY`and' is a loan from Nepali.
marker gloss function
he OR`or', the disjunction rT and (N)`and', a Nepali conjunction that groups two phrases into a single phrase of the same type
The absence of a native`and' operator is not a defect in the language, but points to the related fact that ordinarily concatenated noun groups would be interpreted in an additive sense. For example, pa-ma`father-mother' means`father and mother'. The introduction of a conjunction from Nepali is a novelty with little added function.
The disjunction he`or' is used to separate two alternatives rather than to conjoin them, or to link them in any other temporal, conditional, rhetorical sense. The disjunction he serves to separate constituents of any type, e.g. (657). Clause finally, he can be used without mentioning the other alternative or representing the other alternative by ma"aK`not?'. This adds an extra emphasis to questions, challenging 12 In fact, a common conjunction may mean a logical disjunction, viz.`or'. 13 Conjunctive elements that associate a noun phrase with a previous noun phrase are called comitatives. Comitatives may also serve to form an adverbial expression, cf. Ÿ3.3.5. Comitatives are not treated here. the hearer to offer an alternative. However, he`or' does not occur only with yes-no questions, e.g. (658), but also with general questions, e.g. (659). In this way, he has slightly shifted from a simple disjunction to become a question-final focus marker. Why have you become so mean these days?' [Bw] The conjunction rY does not show any unexpected behaviour as an ordinary coordinator. In the next sections, I shall only mention other conjunctions of Nepali origin in passing, as they are neither very frequent nor relevant.
Composite conjunctions onki and k°onki (see below, Ÿ8.4.2) are regularly used as nominal conjunctions meaning`and'. 
Sentence conjunctions
In this section, we shall first list the most frequent sentence conjunctions. Starting from there, I shall outline the grammatical realisation of sentence conjunction. After this, we shall review some of the conjunctions and their precise functionality.
Sentence subordination often is clause linkage
The relationship between combining clauses is usually cast in terms of a superordinated and a subordinated clause. The subordinated clause is called`embedded' and the superordinated onè matrix clause'. Subordination does not always present as a clear-cut grammatical and semantical operation. In many instances, conjunctions such as the marker <-ki> (SEQ) are not used in a real subordinating sense. In discourse or narratives, sequence markers serve to guide the flow of time or thought. This type of subordination might well be tagged discourse organisation. These conjunctions mark the relationship between two equal sentences. In this section, therefore,`conjunction' can often be understood as`clause linkage.'
Sentence conjunctions
The following sentence conjunctions are frequent 14 .
marker gloss function
<V-ki> V-SEQ Sequential marker,`and then' <V-ki-na> V-SEQ-TOP Sequential marking with a causal connotation,`and then, because of. Examples are easy to find. To simplify the examples, we concentrate on the most frequent clause chainer <-ki> (SEQ). The sequencer <-ki> occurs in all constructions. Having gone home, he ate pepper and lemon.' [Bw] In example (662), the subordinated clause`he went home' shares the subject with the matrix clause. This is not required, however: It is possible for the two clauses to have different participants. The clause marked by <-ki> (SEQ) is finite, and in this respect the sentence coordinators discussed here are different from nominalisers, purposives or other operators that embed a non-finite verb or clause in a matrix clause. Example example (662) shows that attaching -ki to the first sentence is enough to express the relationship between two sentences. After thinking then when they had come back his clothes were not there, he came naked, it is said.' Perhaps the most interesting strategy to link clauses is the so-called tail-head linkage, whereby the tail of the first clause is repeated, affixed with a bit of conjunction morphology and used as the first constituent in the new clause.
The predicate or the last part of the predicate of a sentence, i.e. its tail', is repeated at the beginning of the next sentence, constituting its topic in the sense of known information and starting point.' (Ebert 2003: 39) This strategy does not always obey strict rules, such as`repeat the last predicate as a whole'. The italicised parts in examples (664, 663) are the repeated`tails'. Example (664) contains partial repetition, whereas example (663) repeats the full verb. Tail-head linkage is frequent in narratives, but also in ordinary conversation. Then, we went out, in order to go to Sindr a n.'
Finally, in Bantawa we find frequent examples of pronominal reference to the previous clause. This results in structures similar to European conjunctions, such as then' and`after this', that are typically positioned at the start of the clause. We find an example of it in (665b) but also, incidentally, in line (663a).
Morphological type Clause chainers attach both to pronouns and finite verbs. Comparing the alternative strategies to link clauses, we see that pronouns can replace finite verbs or rather entire clauses. The fact that pronouns can replace verbs is morphologically of interest. Sentential conjunctions or clause linking morphemes are clitics, as first suggested. However, they are not entirely type-insensitive. Sentential conjunctions do not affix to strictly nominal phrases. In line (662) the scope of the sequencer <-ki> was be extended to join noun phrases in a form such as onki. However, <-ki> cannot affix to noun phrases without further morphology, e.g. *loKga-ki sunchkwa, **`pepper and lemon' cf. (662). Ordinary Bantawa pronouns are o`this ', mo`that' and k°o`that' . The pronouns referring to sentences have an <-n> augment, resulting in the forms <on->, <mon-> and <k°on->. These pronouns to not appear as independent sentential pronouns as in English`I said that', but only before clause linking morphology.
Clearly, the augment <-n> is not phonologically conditioned. This can be shown by the derivation of the clause linker <-"osa"a> (REAS) that marks a clause as the cause or reason for the following clause. This causal or consequential clause linker is an instrumental or ergative case affixed to a clause or pronoun. The clause linker <-"osa"a> does not affix as a simple ergative <"a> (ERG), however, but selects an nominalised augmented clausal pronoun as its host.
(666) the contrast between expressing ergative or instrumental and expressing the cause or reason. a. k°on-"o-sa-"a that-NOM-PRN-ERG because of that...' b. k°o-sa-"a that-PRN-ERG by him, he...' Bantawa, then, has two series of pronouns, based on one set of roots, that are specific to the type of antecedent.
Nominal Sentential comment pronouns pronouns
In sum, the clause-linking morphemes selectively require a sentential host and are strictly speaking not clitics, in spite of the fact that clause-linking morphemes attach to words from a number of categories.
Review of some clause linkers
We shall now review some clause linkers.
Sequential: temporal ordering
The most neutral clause linker is <-ki> (SEQ). The sequencer <-ki> expresses that the events described in two clauses are somehow linked. By default, <-ki> signals that the events occurred in sequence, i.e. in the order they are mentioned. However, many interpretations are possible, such as when a causal relationship is implied, or even a contrastive relationship, e.g. (662-665b). There are also examples where an interpretation of temporal ordering is impossible, e.g. (667). Everything depends on context. Combination of <-ki> (SEQ) with <na> (TOP) Frequently, <-ki> (SEQ) is combined with the topicaliser <-na>. Technically, this only achieves the effect that the preceding clause is the given of the next clause, i.e. background information or the point of departure. This gives a connotation of causality.
There is quite some interaction between the topicaliser <-na> (TOP) and the various sentence conjunctions. This interaction is natural, as both morphemes define the relationship of the preceding information with the new information. Combined with <-ki>, topicalisation has little impact. The topicaliser may appear in all three types of clause linkage after <-ki>, resulting in a sequence <-kina>, e.g. (661) .
The topicaliser <na> presents the preceding clause as the background to the next, and in that way stresses that the preceding clause is temporally ordered before the next, e.g. (669), suggesting a causal reading of the first clause, e.g. (668). Frequently, we also find <-na> (TOP) reduplicated. open-NPT Finally, after that, the priest, playing the drum, the drum and cimbals, starts the worship.' Why the topicaliser <-na> should be reduplicated is a bit mysterious. We could suggest that semantic impact of the topicaliser has suffered from the frequency of usage, so much so that it has become an almost obligatory part of the conjunction <-kina>. As a response, to regain the temporal ordering effect of the topicaliser, speakers may reduplicate, considering <-kina> as a single suffix. The alternative explanations are either (a) phonology: rhythmic reduplication or iconic stressing of the topicalising function of <-na> by reduplication, or (b) etymology: a different etymological origin of na in <-kina> and <-na> (TOP). 15 In any case, the reduplicated <-na-na> stresses the temporal ordering of the joined clauses. With the neutral sequencer <-ki> (SEQ) no specific temporal relationship between the joined clauses is expressed.
Temporal ordering
Posteriority While <-ki> (SEQ) does not express temporal ordering, there is also a set of clause linkers that very explicitly express posteriority. There are quite a few of these. First, the regular formations are the Nepali loan <V-pYc°i>`after' and the native <-"o deK-da> (back-LOC)`after' located at the end of the first clause. The regular affixation of nominal postpositions to verb forms requires nominalisation on the verb, as in (670). Frequently, however, we find that nominalisation is left out in sloppy and rapid speech. There is a difference between the construction with <-"o deK-da> and the construction with the Nepali <-pYc°i>. The morpheme <-pYc°i> only affixes after verbs and verbal pronouns, such that the canonical form for a pronominal conjunction is k°onpYc°i, e.g. (672). Example (671) shows that verbs must not be nominalised before <-pYc°i>. However, -"o deK-da is a nominal postposition which attaches to nouns and verbs alike (670, also 669). lis-a.
become-PT After she lived again, she was pregnant as well. ' [Sm] 15 Ebert is uncertain whether, for Chamling, the sequentialiser <nOE> and topicaliser /na/ are distinct or the same (1997b, 2003: 40) . tu"-a-ci.
meet-PT-DÙ
After that, after he said this, they made them meet one another. After that they met.' [Sm] This difference between <-pYc°i> and <-"o deK-da> is paradigmatic for many clause chaining linkers. Some clause linkers are of verbal affixes, requiring no nominalisation on the verb, some are nominal affixes and grammatically require nominalisation. In the posterior group of sentence conjunctions there are two more independent conjunctions, viz. ideK and adeK`after this'. These are synonymous. AdeK patterns with the class of temporal expressions with the adverbialiser prefix <a->, but ideK is more common. After this, what do you think you that Bungwakha must say for the Kirantis?' Anteriority Anteriority of two connected clauses is expressed by the composite clause linker <-"o bu-ya> (-NOM front-LOC.level)`before'. This clause linker is formally equal to <-"o deK-da> (-NOM back-LOC)`after', but not used as frequently.
Contrast:`Even though'
In isolation, <nuc°e~nuc°aK> means insistence,`truly, verily'. However, the by far more common usage is verb-final or clause-final, and nuc°aK`truly' can also be used after simultaneous converbs in <-sa> (SIM), in the meaning`even though, though.'
call-3P-though refuse-PT even if he calls, don't listen.'
The obvious derivation of <-nuc°aK> seems to be a combination of nu-`to be good' and c°aK`ever, too'. The suffix <-c°aK> itself, when affixed to verbs, renders the meaning of`immediately after'. 
Temporal location
The locative <-"o -da> (LOC) can be used to express the notion that one event occurred at the same time as the other. However a more circuitous expression <-"o gYrida> (-NOM time (N)-LOC)`at that time' is more usual. While <-da> (LOC) mostly needs a nominal host, <-gYri> is more flexible and may also affix straightaway to verb forms. As with nominals, the locative also freely combines with the ablative, yielding the conjunction <-daKka>`since, as from' (677). The simultaneous marker <-hida> (SIMP) needs more attention than the momentanous temporal locative <-da> (LOC) or its kin as in the above paragraph. Obviously we can recognise the locative <-da> (LOC) element in <-hida>`while'. However, the prefix <hi-> or <he->`*while' is specifc to this marker. The phrasal simultaneous suffix <-hida> is not a nominal affix and requires a verbal host.
While temporal locatives pick a point of time, the suffix <-hida>`while' selects a period, i.e. a stretch of time, which has obvious aspectual implications. The simultaneous <-hida> translates as`while' rather than`when', and resists affixation to a finite verb that denotes an instantaneous action (678). The phrasal simultaneous <-hida> is functionally very different from the simultaneous converb suffix <-sa> (SIM) (cf.Ÿ5.1.6). The morpheme <-hida> affixes to fully finite verbs, which has the effect that more aspectual possibilities become available. The converb <-sa> always must be interpreted as`while the [verbal] action happened...', whereas <-hida> (SIMP) can be affixed to verbs with a specific aspect. Usually the progressive is selected, to create a reading for the verb such that is it understood to last some time, which is a requirement for grammatical affixation of <-hida>. Usage of <-hida> does not require that the time frame of the embedded and matrix clause be the same, while usage of <-sa> (SIM) does require this.
For a few examples and explanation, see Ÿ5.1.6. Examples (375, 377) neatly demonstrate the contrast in interpretation between <-sa> and <-hida>.
Causal
The causal linker <-"osa"a> is a complex ergative or instrumental case that signals that the marked constituent is the source, originator or instrument of the event that follows. However, by explicitly selecting a verbal host, this marker turns into a causal suffix that is sometimes glossed REAS as`reason', linking clauses (see Ÿ3.4.7). In pronominal form <-"osa"a> translates as`therefore.' (680). 'Therefore, deciding``whatever I do, I must go,'' I told them,``OK, I shall come.'' ' [Bw] 
Sentential subordinator <lo> Conditional
Conditional clauses are marked by a conditional suffix marker <-lo> (COND). The suffix <-lo> attaches clause-finally only, most usually onto the finite verb. Most frequently, the marker surfaces in the composite form <-nalo>, e.g. (681, 682) . The essential part of the conditional is <-lo>. The ending <-na> (TOP) in this composite marker is the topicaliser. Although it does not happen frequently, it is not wrong to use <-lo> in isolation as a conditional marker, cf. (591). The word dekinalo`because', which is a very`un-Kiranti' sentence-initial conjunction, is an apparent calque from Nepali, 16 containing the same morpheme <lo>. The conditional <-nalo> is not complicated with regard to usage, and can be used for past tense conditions as well as future tense conditions. The marker affixes to the protasis or condition as an ordinary conjunction, and then the result or consequence follows.
Subordinating with <-lo>: manner
Related to the use of <lo> as a manner adverb formative (MAN), Bantawa also features <-lo> (MAN) independently as a full sentence subordinator. In this function, <-lo> translates into English as`as if... ' (683-685) . (683) This conjunction suffix easily combines with a conjugated form of the verb lomà to tell,' which suggests that the marked sentence is a sentential complement to a verbum dicendi. The manner marker here serves to mark indiscriminate generalised subordination, marking a sentence almost as a direct speech marker. The marked sentences fill an adverbial role in the sentence and can be left out without loss of grammaticality.
Manner marker, conditional, topicaliser
The marker <-lo> (MAN) has already been analysed as a manner adverb formative, cf. Ÿ8.2.2). However, <-lo> has a much wider range of use and serves in conditional and less distinct subordinating functions as well. This subsection attempts to relate these functions in a unifying analysis. There are two more puzzling facts related to the clause subordinator <-lo>. 1) First, Ebert (2003: 41) labelled -lo a topic marker for Bantawa. This may be true for the dialect on which she based her work (Rai 1985) , but not for the central dialect on which this study is based 17 . 2) Second, it is not uncommon for clause subordinators to combine with the common topicaliser <-na> (TOP). However, other subordinators order before <-na> (TOP), whereas the conditional orders as <-na-lo> (TOP-MAN)`if'. Given that the topicaliser <-na> marks the first constituent in a sentence, functionally we expect it to be the last suffix on the previous sentence.
These facts can be reconciled if we assume that <-lo> (MAN) originally was a more general topicaliser. This former topicaliser has now become specialised in two functions, i.e. manner marker and conditional. Topics and conditionals are well 17 I have found <-lo> in this function in the speech of Dhankut . a-area speakers, e.g. Rudra R a from khisall a, Dhankut . a. However, <-lo> does not have this function in the central Bantawa dialects and is not found in this function in the monthly Bantawa-language magazine Bungwakha. In adjacent languages, the marker <lo> is found as independent conjunction, e.g. in Kulung (Tolsma 1999: 113). known to be related, as has been pointed out by Haiman (1978) , while the manner specialisation is more specific.
A note on the origin of <-lo> As mentioned in Ÿ8.2.2, other authors relate cognates of <-lo>`manner' to a nominal comitative marker. For Bantawa, there is no evidence for a nominal marker <-lo>. In fact, <-lo> selects strictly verbal hosts. This fact in itself does not negate the nominal marker etymological origin, however. My language teachers maintained that <-lo> derives from lo-Ø (say-3P)`he said'. This is in keeping with the grammaticalisation of speech verbs into conditionals found elsewhere, e.g. Nepali bhane`saying that'.
Correlative clauses
Syntax A correlative construction ties two clauses together in a dependency relation such that one clause depends on the other. A correlation is a non-local strategy of relativisation in which a quantifying relative clause is found left of the clause that contains the constituent it belongs to. This constituent may be either a pronoun or pro-adverb, i.e. an adverbial pronoun. In general, the structure is as in (686), where IndPro stands for indefinite or relative pronoun, DemPro stands for a demonstrative, definite pronoun, which refers back to the relative pronoun. (686) Although leaving out the emphatic suffix <-K> is technically not illegal according to my language teachers, the demonstrative pro-element in the main clause is always marked with the emphatic suffix <-K>, Semantics A correlative construction states that the relative pronominal entity in the subordinate clause correlates with, predicts or determines a definite pronominal counterpart in the main clause. 
Function
The functions of the direct speech marker ni all derive from the single function that <ni> labels information from someone else, whether explicitly mentioned, known or unknown. As a means of direct speech marking, the marker ni is merely a syntactical device to mark the end of the quotation. The narrative ni is extremely frequent in narratives, following almost every single sentence as the entire narrative originates from hearsay. Although the label hearsay' suggests that the information is slightly discredited by the speaker, this is not necessarily the case. In legends or traditional stories, the element occurs in almost every line and serves no other purpose than to keep the listeners aware that this is what is being told, and so is worthy of attention.
In conversation, however, <ni> (NAR) may indicate the speaker's attitude towards the information given if he does not explicitly mention the source. The hearsay meaning is more prominent in ordinary statements. Often, a speaker uses ni to dissociate himself from what he says and to indicate that the statements he relates are not his own.
Manner subordination
While <ni> (NAR) primarily marks direct speech, it is also a means of simple subordination. Where other subordinating devices fail or are deemed complicated, speakers often choose to express concepts or feelings by ni-marked phrases, not unlike English expressions such as`He was like``Turn down the music!'' '. 
Evidentiality and epistemics
Ni as an evidential The particle <ni> (NAR) can be characterised as an evidential, in the sense that it is a grammatical means to mark the source of information.
18 Even though it might be disputed whether <ni> (NAR) is a truly grammatical rather than lexical evidential, it is clearly of the evidential category.
The marker ni is an evidential, because a) ni clearly marks the source of information, b) the frequency of ni is extremely high and the occurrence of ni indicates the narrative genre, c) the marker ni has a unique, singular category and does not pattern with other clitics, particles or conjunctions, d) and the marker ni enters into non-trivial grammatical relations with other categories, such as the nominaliser and sentential subordinators.
Aikhenvald classifies evidential systems into groups (2004). According to Aikhenvald's classification (2004: 23) , Bantawa has an A3-system: a system with two choices, marking`reported, hearsay' information against`everything else'. In Bantawa there is an evidential opposition between sentences marked by ni that signal`hearsay', i.e. reported knowledge and unmarked sentences. The hearsay particle signals the marked form. There are no grammatical requirements for ni, and sentences are equally grammatical with or without ni. However, ni is indicative of the narrative genre and, in ordinary discourse, required on statements originating from a third source. Informants regularly offered ni as an addition to my Bantawa statements, when I endeavoured to speak the language. Obviously, leaving ni out where it is expected is considered weird and a sign of poor command of the language.
Syntax
Position in the clause The particle <ni> (NAR) is an independent word and not a clitic, though it may cliticise in rapid or even ordinary speech. The particle ni is very free in its position. Even parts of sentences can be marked with the effect that the last constituent is pushed back in the evidential hierarchy, in the sense that the constituent comes from`hearsay'.
Most frequently, ni marks sentences, and lands straight after the sentence-final verb. The particle ni has the interesting property, however, that it is not entirely clause-final, which puts it in a category different from clause conjunctions. The particle ni is not a clause linker. Whether ni is an evidential operator or a direct speech marker, it is free with regard to position.
Scope
The scope of <ni> (NAR) is determined by its syntactic position. The operator ni has scope over its preceding constituent or clause. If ni follows an entire sentence, its prototypical usage in an evidential role, it qualifies the entire sentence as of a different origin. However, if ni follows a smaller constituent, most usually a noun phrase, then the scope of the operator is limited to that last constituent only. The effect is that the marked noun phrase is singled out as reported. Contrary to intuition, marking a noun phrase with ni adds emphasis to the function of the noun phrase's referent in this position. Marking a single constituent as hearsay has the effect of clarifying its status. By contrast, marking an entire sentence as hearsay often is a way of putting the proposition in doubt. At least, this procedure dissociates the speaker from the proposition. The contrast is evidently clear from sentences 
Interactions of ni with other categories
The scope of <ni> (NAR) is a function of its position. The particle interacts with other epistemic categories according to its position. In the remainder of this section, some frequent usage patterns of ni will be outlined. The above examples (695, 696) minimally show the contrast where <ni> (NAR) was used in its evidential function. In various positions, however, one function of ni is more prominent, or another may not be available at all.
Combining with the nominaliser The particle <ni> (NAR) interacts with the nominaliser <-"o> (NOM) in a way, that demonstrates the scopal properties of ni.
In its factitive function the nominaliser <-"o> is an epistemic category that turns a statement into known information, background information to the discourse. The only marker that can meaningfully intervene between the clause-final verb and the morpheme <ni> (NAR) is the nominaliser <-"o>, resulting in a final sequence -"o ni.
The sequence of the nominaliser and evidential has a regular, computable meaning, viz.`this is a fact, reportedly' or`this is a fact, narrative'. Placing the nominaliser after <ni> (NAR) signals that a reported fact is supposedly known, whereas placing <ni> after <-"o> (NOM) signals that a supposedly known fact is reported. The clause nominalisation marker frequently follows <ni>. As we saw in Ÿ5.2, nominalisation of clauses has the effect of labelling the previous statement as background information, i.e. something that is known or indisputable. In narratives or in conversations, something that has been told or something that comes from a third-party source is very likely to serve as background information.
Often, <ni> (NAR) combines with <-"o> (NOM) to form a single sentence-final particle that both dissociates the speaker from the proposition, as well as explicitly marks the statement as known, background, e.g. (697). Facts discussed so far by the speaker himself are also labelled with this particle <ni"o>, often contracted to <nyo>, e.g. (699). This compound particle <nyo> often serves to explicate things further, should they be unclear. In (698), this particle marks the verb compound, that is then repeated with an explicitly intransitive particle appi`self' to eliminate the ambiguity with regard to transitivity.
While these are free standing nominalisations, <ni"o> (NAR-NOM) also marks simple adnominal expressions, in the meaning of`the so-called', e.g. (700).
Forming compound subordinators
The form ni-"o functions as a compound particle, with a specific scope, cf. above. The particle <ni> (NAR) obviously can occur before <-"o> (NOM). Similarly, ni orders before <-ki> (SEQ) to form a conjunction niki. This compound subordinator niki is very common, but often hardly adds anything to the ordinary subordination by <-ki> (SEQ). Roughly, <niki> translates as`saying that,' or`given that'. Those phrases in English do not add content to an utterance, but rather form the punctuation of a discourse. In addition, <niki> freely combines with the topicaliser <-na> (TOP), forming <nikina>`and'.
Extending the usual conjunction pattern (Ÿ8.4), the conjunctive morpheme <-ki> not only attaches to the verb or verbal pronoun, but also to <ni> (NAR). In examples (701) and (702), the compound conjunction does not signal anything that <-ki> sequentialiser' could not mean. 
NAR-SEQ-TOP
In order that you sit eating rice and chicken meat.'
On imperatives and after-thoughts 20 , <nikina>`and' may serve as an independent subordinator, that translates as`in order to,' cf. the imperative in (703). This usage of <niki> has grammaticalised, perhaps via infinitives as in (704), to become, surprisingly, a nominal suffix meaning`on behalf of, in order to' (705). h-batt-a-K.
3AM-bring-PT-1s
Also, when I sit in order to give a test, it will take me many days.' [Bw] Previously, I labelled k°a as anti-passive, because the word figures in verbal conjugation paradigms as a left-hand complement to the verb in antipassive predicates. However, if we take k°a to be a pronoun, it might be glossed as the indefinite pronouǹ something'. In a pronominal function, k°a only occurs as an object. The functions of k°a as an explicit antipassive and interrogative can perhaps be captured in the indeterminate pronominal gloss`anything'.
k°a as a locative
In the other functions (706.3) and (706.4), k°a serves as a suffix to either verbs or nouns, with a locative or purposive meaning for verbs and a locative meaning for nominals. The use of a noun to form participles is also seen in the passive participle, cf. Ÿ5.1.2. Purposive nominalisations always translate as`something to ...', e.g. yuKk°a`a seat', rhnk°a`a woodworker's plane'. In the nominal suffix k°a, only the locative reading is present. The common denominator between the verbal and nominal derivational suffix is the locative meaning. When used as a verbal nominaliser, it seems that the locative suffix k°a forms nominalisations that denote any non-grammatical role, viz. purpose, location and occasion. The rather marked functional area of <-k°a> (PNOM) corresponds to the function of the Thulung suffix -khop`functional suffix '. Allen (1975: 60) reports that, used to form verbal adjectives, this suffix means performing such and such a function', while used to form nouns it means`objects used for performing such and such an activity', or`place for performing it'. Since this suffix expresses both functional and locative meanings, Allen chooses to label this suffix the`functional suffix,' while Lahaussois (2002: 129) labels it the`locative' and then excepts the evident non-locative formations such as khlysi-khop`shoes' from khlymsimu`to wear on feet'. k°a as a suffix to finite verbs Function The function of k°a-as a vector verb (706.5) is primarily that of a polite adhortative. Whether the k°a allomorph of the verb`to see', as in use as a witness vector verb is related to the other uses of this sequence of two phonemes, would seem to be a matter of speculation. However, we observe below that in Lepcha, a Tibeto-Burman language spoken in Sikkim, there is a morpheme with a functional range similar to that of k°a. This suggests that while k°a-may pattern with vector verbs in some respects, it originally was a nominal suffix.
Morphology
The alternation of k°a~k°o is very reminiscent of the alternation between transitive and antipassive forms for /a/-final transitive verbs, such as ca-`to eat ', e.g. (708-709) .
(708) ca-Ø.
eat-NPT he eats.'
(709) co (< *ca-u). eat-3P he eats it.'
In an article, Gvozdanovi¢ (2004) reinterprets the data from Rai (1985) . In this article, she collates the nominal instrumental case <-"a> and verbal past tense morpheme <-a>. This analysis is very problematic, 23 but I would not discard the possibility that verbal categories have left traces in other areas of the language. In chapter 6, we saw that the concept of transitivity means more than number of participants. Transitivity also expresses definiteness and identifiability of the verb object. I would then consider it entirely possible that the alternation of pronominal k°a~k°o goes back to a transitivity opposition as expressed on a verb. The pronominal alternation corresponds to the transitivity alternation in conjugations of k°a as a vector verb.
A possible cognate
Interestingly, the Lepcha language also features a morpheme that expresses locative and purposive meanings on nouns and verbs, and adhortativity on finite verbs, similar to the functions of k°a. The Lepcha morpheme <-ká>`may be attached to nominals, verbs and entire clauses'. Plaisier (2006) assigns a primarily locative Gesamtbedeutung to this formative:`The supine, adhortative and locative senses of the Lepcha locative morpheme -ká are all functions of the same meaning, i.e. the goal toward which the action or situation is directed '. Plaisier (2006) further observes that the Dzongkha locative suffix khar might as well be cognate. As little is known about the history of these morphemes, it unclear at this point whether an etymological relationship obtains. For the moment, I just observe that the functional area covered by the respective morphemes is strikingly similar.
A cross-linguistic note on indeterminate objects k°a in the verbal paradigm It is reported for Chintang, a close neighbour of Bantawa (Bickel et al. 2007) , that there are two competing paradigms for first person inclusive plural forms. In one of these paradigms, a prefix k°a consistently denotes the first person inclusive person. We see that in these forms an indefinite pronoun k°a has grammaticalised to mean`us'.
Inclusive first person forms in Bantawa can also be used to denote impersonal forms (Ÿ6.4.1). In conclusion, we see a lot of traffic between inclusive first person forms and forms that have an impersonal, indefinite or absent object.
Interestingly, we see exactly the same pattern in formally more remote languages such as Limbu. In Limbu, almost all transitive forms expressing first person patient use yapmi, that apparently serves as a first person patient marker. In isolation, this word simply means`person', which is used impersonally here to denote the first person. These facts lead to the conclusion that the grammaticalisation of impersonal nouns or pronouns to first person markers is a widespread phenomenon.
